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Abstract 
It is shown that every nonempty closed subset of any uncountable power of a metrizable compact 
group (or the real line or the irrationals) is the fixed point set an autohomeomorphism of that power. 
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1. Introduction 
A space X is defined to have the complete invariance property (CIP) if every non- 
empty closed subset of X is the fixed point set of a (continuous) self-mapping of X 
[16]. If this condition holds for autohomeomorphisms of X, then we say that X has the 
complete invariance property with respect to homeomolphisms (CIPH) [lo]. Some spaces 
known to have CIPH are even-dimensional Euclidean balls [12], compact surfaces and 
positive-dimensional spheres [13], Menger manifolds [6], the Hilbert cube and metrizable 
product spaces which have the real line or an odd-dimensional sphere as a factor [lo]. 
A survey of results concerning CIP for metric spaces may be found in [ 141 and a number 
of nonmetric results may be found in [ 111. 
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Recently it has been shown [3] that every infinite compact metrizable group has CIPH 
as does any metrizable product which contains a positive-dimensional compact group as 
a factor. However, unlike the metrizable case, nonmetrizable products containing the real 
line R or the circle group T as a factor need not have CIP and there are examples of prod- 
uct spaces failing to have CIP even though each factor has CIPH. For instance, IID’ x Iw, 
ID’ x T (where D denotes the two-point discrete group and r is an uncountable cardinal), 
Tychonoff cubes and nonmetrizable ANR-compacta all fail to have CIP (see [ 11,8,5]). 
In this paper a sufficient condition is given for an infinite product of spaces to have 
CIPH. In particular, a topological power of uncountably many copies of a compact metriz- 
able group, the real line or the integers Z has CIPH. Consequently, given an uncountable 
cardinal r, ID’ x IR and ID’ x T are examples showing that the product of two groups 
having CIPH need not have CIP Our sufficient condition does, however, ensure that 
ID’ x Iwx and ltD’ x TX have CIPH if X 3 7. The paper concludes with an example 
which shows that topological powers of homogeneous locally connected continua which 
are not groups need not preserve CIPH. In particular, we observe that, for each positive 
integer n, the n-dimensional universal Menger cube hn has CIPH while (p”)’ fails to 
have CIPH for any 7 with 2 < r < 2”. 
2. Results 
Under the Axiom of Choice every infinite cardinal T is an aleph, i.e., 7 = w, for 
some ordinal (Y. Recall that wp < w, whenever p < a and that w,+r = w,$, where n+ 
denotes the smallest cardinal larger than K. Also, if Q is a limit ordinal, then 
w, = sup{wp: p < a}. 
The co$nality of 7, denoted by cf(r), is the smallest cardinal K such that 7 has a cofinal 
subset of cardinality K. Clearly cf(w,+r) = w,+r and in general cf(r) < 7. 
We say that a map f : X + Y is regular if for each closed subspace F of X there 
exists a homeomorphism h : X -+ X such that fix(h) = F and fh = f. Note that, by 
definition, the domain of a regular map has CIPH. 
Theorem 2.1. Let r 3 w and K be a separable metrizable space. Iffor each closed sub- 
space X of K” the projection X x K” + X is regulal; then the projection X x K’ + X 
is regular for each closed subspace X of K’. In particulal; every product X x K’, where 
X is a closed subspace of K’, has CIPH. 
Proof. We carry out a transfinite induction with respect to 7. In the case when T = w, 
our assumption guarantees that the theorem is true. Suppose that the theorem has been 
proven in the cases when I- < K, where w < K, and consider the case r = K 
If 7 = w,+r (i.e., if 7 is a regular cardinal), then K’ can be represented as the limit 
space of the inverse spectrum 
{(KWa)‘>$+l>D < cf(r)}, 
where $” : (KWa)fl+’ + (KU-)@ denotes the projection (KU-)0 x K”- + (KWa)p. 
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If T is a singular cardinal, then T = sup{wao: p < cf(r)}, where w < was < T for 
each ,fi < cf(r). Consequently, in this case, K’ can be represented as the limit space of 
the inverse spectrum 
where T;” : Kw”a+l + K”” fl denotes the projection onto the corresponding subproduct. 
Combining these two cases we see that K’ = lim SK, where 
SK = {K,i~~;+‘,P < cf(r)}, 
with Kg = 
(K”a)fl if r = &,+I, 
Wa 
K fi if T = sup{~,,~: ,0 < cf(r)}. 
By rrp : K’ ---f Kp we denote the 0th limit projection of the spectrum SK. 
Since X is a closed subspace of K’ we see that X coincides with the limit of the 
spectrum 
sx = {x;i,P;+‘J < Cf(T)}, 
where X0 = cl~~~p(X) and p$” = $?‘/X~+i. 
Observe that the limit space of the spectrum 
P+I sx X SK = {xp X Ko,pp x 7r;+i, p < Cf(T)} 
coincides with the product X x K’. Let Fp = c~K(~ (pp x TO)(F) for each p < cf(7). 
During the construction the projection Xp x Kp -+ Xp will be denoted by rrf. 
Since Xc is closed in KO and KO is the product of less than T copies of K, by the 
induction hypothesis, there exists a homeomorphism ho : Xa x KO + X0 x KO such that 
rryha = 7ry and fix(ho) = Pa. 
Suppose that for each ,!3 with p < y. where y < cf(r), we have already constructed 
homeomorphisms hp : Xp x Kp ---f X0 x Ko such that 
(i)o -irfhq = rf for each /3 with ,0 < y, 
(ii)p fix(hp) = Fp for each p with p < y, 
(iii)0 (pf x rf)ha = hs(pf x r,“) for each 6, p with 6 < @ < y, 
(iv),0 hp = lim{hs: y < p} for each limit ordinal p with /3 < y. 
Let us define the homeomorphism h, : X, x K7 + X, x K-,. 
If y is a limit ordinal, let h, = lim{hp : p < y}. Properties (i)p-(iv)p, ,6 < y, imply 
that h, is a homeomorphism such that 
(9, T;h, = T;, 
(ii)? fix(h,) = FT, 
(iii), (pz x Tz)h, = hs(pi x T,‘) for each S with S < y. 
If y = ,0 + 1, we proceed as follows. Consider the fibered product 2~ of the spaces 
Xp x Kp and X0+, with respect to the maps T? : Xp x Kp + Xp and p$+’ : Xp+i --f 
Xg. Recall that 
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Bycp:Zp-+XpxKpand$:Zp 4 X,+1 we denote the corresponding projections of 
the above fibered product. Here is the induced diagram 
Since rrd is a trivial bundle with fiber Kp and 11, is the canonical projection of the fibered 
product, we see that II, also is a trivial bundle with fiber Kp. Moreover, since r$+’ is a 
trivial bundle with fiber Kp+l, we conclude that in the described situation the map 
x = (P;+’ x 7r;+1, n 7rf+l 
is a trivial bundle. The fiber of this bundle is KX where 
A= w, 
{ 
ifr=w,+i, 
W 
ffp+1 
- we0 if 7 = sup{w,,: p < cf(T)}. 
By definition 20 is closed in the product Xp x Kp x Xp+l and, therefore, closed in the 
product Ko x Kp x Kp+l M Kp+l. Since 
Ik%+, - waq I = wao+, > 
there exists, by the induction hypothesis, a homeomorphism 
fp+1 :x/3+1 x Kp+l 4 X,+1 x Kp+l 
such that fp+i X = X and fix(fp+i ) = Fp+i . Consider the homeomorphism gp : ,270 + 20 
defined by letting gp = hq(p n $. Finally, let h~+~ = f~+~ (gp x idK(WOB+, +,,,). 
A straightforward verification shows that 
l 7rf+‘hfl+l = 7rf+l 
B+l 
l (Pp x np ) p+1 = fq?(Pg+l x $“,, 
P+lh ’ 
l fix(hp+1) = Fp+1. 
This completes the construction of homeomorphisms hp for each p < cf(7). Then the 
homeomorphism 
h = lim{hp: p < cf(T)}: X x K’ + X x K’ 
preserves the first coordinate and fix(h) = F. This completes the proof. 0 
2.1. Corollaries 
It is known [3, Proposition 3.61 that both the Cantor cube DW and the space of irrational 
numbers E“ have CIPH. Their uncountable powers D’ and Z’ have CIP [ll]. The 
following statements significantly improve these results. 
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Proposition 2.2. Let T 3 w and X be a zero-dimensional compactum of weight < r. 
Then the projection ~1 : X x ID’ 4 X is regular: In particulal; the product X x ED’ has 
CIPH. 
Proof. We note that X can be embedded into JID’. Consequently, by Theorem 2.1, it 
suffices to consider only the case when r = w. 
Let F be a closed subset of the product X x ED”. The complement X x ID” - F can 
be written as a countable (finite or infinite) disjoint union Cl U C2 U . . . U C, U . . . of 
closed and open subsets of X x ED”. The restriction 7r1 /C, : C, + ~1 (Cn), n E w, is an 
open map between zero-dimensional metrizable compacta whose fibers 
(T,/C&-‘(Z) = ~;l(2) n c, = ({x} x W) n C,, 5 E T,(&), 
being nonempty closed and open subsets of KDw, are all homeomorphic to ED”. Conse- 
quently, by [ 151, the restriction rrr /C, : C, + 7rt (Cn) is a trivial bundle with fiber 
D” for each n E w. This means that for each n E w there is a homeomorphism 
t,: 7rr(Cn) x II” ---f C, such that 7rtn = 7r,, where 7rn: rt(&) x ID“ + 7rr(Cn) 
denotes the projection onto the first coordinate. Here is the corresponding diagram 
Let d be a metric on X x ID”. Choose a fixed point free homeomorphism fn : ID” -+ ID” 
so close to the identity that the homeomorphism gn : C, -+ C, defined as the composition 
gn = t,(id,,cC_) x fn)t;] satisfies the condition d(g,(s),s) < l/n for each z E C,,. 
Note that gn preserves the first coordinate, i.e., 7rtg n = rr1 /C, for each n E w. Consider 
a homeomorphism h, : X x IiD” --f X x ED“‘, n E w, defined as follows: 
h(z) = 5 ifzc F, 
gn(x) if Iz: E C,. 
Clearly, h preserves the first coordinate (i.e., 7rlh = ~1) and fix(h) = F. This completes 
the proof. 0 
Corollary 2.3. The Cantor cube ID’ has CIPH for each in$nite cardinal rT. 
Recall that the R-weight of a space X is the smallest infinite cardinal r such that 
X can be C-embedded into IF. The class of Polish spaces coincides with the class of 
spaces of countable R-weight. Dimension dim stands for the covering dimension defined 
in terms of finite functionally open covers. 
Proposition 2.4. Let r > w and X be a zero-dimensional realcompact space of R-weight 
< r. Then the projection ~1 : X x Z’ + X is regular: In particulal; the product X x Z’ 
has CIPH. 
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Proof. Since dim X = 0 and R-w(X) < 7, it follows from [ 1, Theorem 7. l] that X can 
be C-embedded into Z’. Since a C-embedded and realcompact subspace is closed, we 
may apply Theorem 2.1 and consider only the case when r = w. Observe that in this case 
X is a zero-dimensional Polish space. The proof that the projection rri : X x Z” -+ X 
is regular is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.2. There is only one change: we 
need to ensure that if C is an open and closed subspace of the product X x ZW, then the 
restriction 7ri /C : C -+ ~1 (C) is also a trivial bundle with fiber Zw . This a known fact 
(see [l, Lemma 7.61). 0 
Corollary 2.5. Any infinite power of the space of irrationals has CIPH. 
Proposition 2.4. Let r 3 w and X be a realcompact space of R-weight < 7. Then the 
projection ~1 : X x IF + X is regular In particulal; the product X x Iw’ has CIPH. 
Proof. As above Theorem 2.1 allows us to consider only the case T = w (in this case X 
is a Polish space). The fact that the projection rri : X x Rw --f X is regular immediately 
follows from the fact that the projection rrr : X x R -+ X is regular. The latter statement 
appears (implicitly) in [lo, Theorem 2.21. 0 
Corollary 2.7. Any power of the real line has CIPH. 
Proposition 2.8. Let r > w, X be a compacturn of weight < r and G be a positive- 
dimensional compact metrizable group. Then the projection 7rl : X x G’ --+ X is regular: 
In particular X x G’ has CIPH. 
Proof. Since dimG > 0, G contains an arc and, consequently, X can be embedded into 
G’. By Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that the projection rri : X x GW + X is regular 
for each metrizable compactum X. 
Since G” is a positive-dimensional metrizable compact group, there exists a metric 
dG on G” and a uniform flow ‘p : G” x R -+ G” (see [3, Theorem 3.81). By [3, Lemma 
3.31, there exists a metric d on the product X x G” such that the flow 
defined by letting @(z, g, t) = (z, cp(g, t)), (2, g, t) E X x G” x R, is uniform. Observe 
that the orbits of the flow @ are finer then the fibers of the projection rri : X x GW + X 
(i.e., @ preserves the first coordinate). Proposition 3.2 [3] guarantees the existence of an 
orbit-preserving autohomeomorphism h of X x G” such that fix(h) = F. It only remains 
to observe that rri h = rri . This completes the proof. 0 
Propositions 2.2 and 2.8 imply the following. 
COrOllarY 2.9. Let T 3 w and G be a compact metrizable group. Then G’ has CIPH. 
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3. Comments 
Proposition 2.8 tells us, in particular, that for any compacturn X of weight 7, r 3 w, 
the product X x T’ has CIPH. Can we have less than r copies of 7T and maintain the 
same conclusion? [ll, Proof of Theorem 3.121 shows that if r > w and K < wi, then 
the product ID’ x T” does not even have CIP Our next results show that the latter fact 
is a particular case of a more general statement. 
Proposition 3.1. Let w < K < T and X and Y be compact spaces such that w(X) = r 
and w(Y) = n. Let F be a closed subset of the product X x Y. Consider the following 
two conditions: 
(i) There exists a map h : X x Y + X x Y such that 
(a) fix(h) = F, and 
(b) rrx . h = TX, where TX : X x Y + X denotes the natural projection onto 
the first factor: 
(ii) F is a G,-subset of the product X x Y. 
Then (i) implies (ii). 
Proof. Represent X as the limit space of some K-spectrum S = {X,, &, A} (see 
[2]). Obviously, the spectrum S’ = {X, x Y,pt x id, A} is also a K-spectrum with 
lim S’ = X x Y. By the spectral theorem for K-spectra [2], there exists a K-closed and 
cofinal subset A’ in A such that for each a E A’, there is a map h, : X, x Y + X, x Y 
satisfying the following two conditions: 
(a), h, . (pa x id) = (pa x id) h. 
(b), rrx, . h,, = TX,, where rrx, : X, x Y -+ X, denotes the natural projection onto 
the first factor. 
Let (Y E A’ and 2, E (pa x id)(F). Fix a point z E F such that (pa x id)(z) = 5,. 
By (a), z = h(z). Consequently, by (a),, 
xcu = (p, x id)(z) = (pa x id)h(z) = h, . (pa x id)(z) = h,(z,). 
This shows that (p, x id)(F) C fix( h,). Let 2 = (pa x id)-’ ((p, x id)(F)). Clearly, 
FCZ.SupposethatZ-F#0andconsiderapointy~Z-F.Lety=(s,s)~XxY 
and h(y) = (z’. s’) E X x Y. By (b), z = z’. Since (p, x id)(F) C fix(h,), we see that 
(p,(z’), s’) = (p, x id)(z’, s’) = (p, x id) h(z, s) = h, . (pa x id)(z, s) 
= h, (p&r)% .s) = (p&r). s). 
Therefore, s = s’ and y = h(y) which contradicts condition (a). Consequently F = 
2, and since any closed subset of the product X, x Y has character < K (because 
w(X, x Y) = n), we see that F is a GE-subset of the product X x Y. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Let r > w, K 3 w and let G be a nondegenerate metrizable connected 
group. If K 3 r, then the product ID’ x G” has CIPH. If r > K, then the product IID’ x G” 
does not have CIP 
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Proof. The first part of the statement follows from Proposition 2.8. 
Suppose now that r > K. Let F be a closed subset of the product ED’ x G” such 
that rrn7 (F) = IID’ and F is not a G,-subset of that product. Suppose that F = fix(h) 
for some map h : ID’ x G” + ID’ x G”. By Proposition 3.1, there is a point (2, s) E 
EDT x G” - F such that z # z’, where (z’, s’) = h(z, s). Consider the connected set 
S’ = rp(h({z} x G”)). Clearly, 2’ E S’. On the other hand, since 7rn- (F) = ID’ we 
see that 2 E S’. Therefore S’ is a connected (as a continuous image of G”) and zero- 
dimensional (as a subspace of ILY) set containing two distinct points. This contradiction 
shows that there is no map h with F = fix(h). Therefore the product ILDr x G” does not 
have CIP. 0 
Let X be a space and X, = X for each Q: E A. Recall that the product 
XA = n{Xa: a E A} 
is factorwise rigid if each autohomeomorphism f of XA is a product of autohomeo- 
morphisms of X composed with a homeomorphism of XA which switches coordinates. 
This means that for such a f there exist a bijection 4 : A -+ A and homeomorphisms 
fa : x$(a) -+ xw Q E A, such that rra f = farr4ca) for each Q E A. 
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a nondegenerate metrizable continuum and A be a set with 
2 < IAl 6 2w. If the product XA = n{Xa: Q E A} is factor-wise rigid, then XA does 
not have CIPH. 
Proof. Consider the diagonal 
Ax = {{x a: c1 E A} E x: za = xcp for each (Y, /? E A} 
. and a point : = { 2,. Q E A} such that 5, # zp for each a, p E A with a # p. The 
existence of such a point follows from the assumption that 1x1 = 2w 3 1 Al. Finally, let 
F = Ax U {z} and suppose that there exists a homeomorphism f : XA + XA such 
that fix(f) = F. Let 2 E X and (2,: o E A} be the point in XA such that 2, = IC for 
each cr E A. Since {z ar: oEA}Enxwemusthave 
(2,: o E A} = f({x a: Q E A}) = {fa(q+& Q E A}. 
Consequently, 5 = 2, = fcY(z+ca)) = fa(z) f or any x E X and any (Y E A. This means 
that there exists E E A such that 4(Z) # - ( th a o erwise f coincides with the identity map 
of the product XA). But then 
r&(z) = fz(r&#+@)) = f&Q&)) = :$(z) # % = r&4. 
This contradicts the assumption that f(Z) = Z. 0 
As was indicated in the introduction, the n-dimensional universal Menger cube pn has 
CIPH [6] for each n 2 0. Clearly pa is the Cantor cube and hence every power (pa)‘, 
T > 1, has CIPH (Corollary 2.3). If n 2 1, then the product (P~)~ is factorwise rigid 
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(see [7] or [4]; see also [9]) for any r > 1. Thus we have the following corollary of 
Proposition 3.3: 
Corollary 3.4. Let R 3 1 and 2 6 T 6 2”. Then the product (p”)’ does not have CIPH. 
We conclude with the following question. 
Problem 3.5. Let rz > 1 and T > 2w. Does the product (p’“)’ have CIPH? 
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